Abstruc-Characteristics of a circular superconducting coil made with BSCCO-2223/Ag tape depend on the amplitude and direction of the magnetic field in the windings. The effect can be estimated by studying a short sample of the same tape. However, the loss voltagecurrent and the frequency characteristics of a coil deviate considerably from those that are measured on a short sample. In order to estimate the deviation, we compared measured characteristics of few small coils employing up to -10 m of tape with those calculated from the short samples data. The comparison includes several arrangements of coils and field shaping elements around the coil edges and is performed in the frequency and temperature range typical for power applications (1-100 Hz and 64 to 78 Kelvin respectively). The results are applied to the design of a 100 kVA -50 Hz resonator coil with a high quality factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-T, superconducting coils operating in liquid nitrogen may be used in resonant circuits as it is depicted in Fig. 1 to generate high voltage at 50-60 Hz [ 11. Another example where high-quality coils are needed is a power transformer [2] .
The development of high-T, coils at present is empirical, based on the "make-and-measure" procedure. In order to reduce the empirical part, we focus on the coil conductor and characterisation of a coil using the short sample data.
This paper presents results of theory and model development. Moreover, a few characteristic examples of high magnetic field and high current superconductors are presented.
Bscco TAPE As COIL CONDUCTOR
Due to obvious advantages, BSCCO-2223/Ag tape operating in liquid nitrogen is presently the best choice for a conductor in a 50% coil. Tapes from different vendors vary in price, dimension, critical current and loss.
Available in long length rolled multifilamentary tapes are basically DC conductors. A good AC conductor with many fine, de-coupled and twisted filaments has still to come.
Characteristic dimensions of the bare tapes are: width w ranging from 3 to 4 mm; thickness h -from 0.2 to 0.3 mm; and an aspect ratio -from 10 to 20. Few examples are presented in 
A. Basic Equations
Consider a long high-T, tape with a given transport current I, in a given uniform transverse applied magnetic field B,. The field change causes a shielding current. Far fiom the tape ends the distribution of the current stays the same for any electric cross-section C along the length. This allows to replace an actual current distribution by a number of line currents and to apply Kirchhoff laws instead of integrating Maxwell equations.
For a line current dZ within a fraction dS of the crosssection C this results in: Details are presented in [6] , [7] where the method is applied to a short sample of tapeA placed in a uniform magnetic field oscillating in-phase with the transport current and is verified experimentally. The total and the transport losses per unit length per cycle of the duration 7 are respectively:
B. Material Characteristics
I ) The static longitudinal specific resistivity of a tape with untwisted filaments is defined as follows:
with y sc. -to -total filling factor, ps the specific resistivity of a superconductor defined by the power law, J e , N the critical current density, and the power index respectively. For a pure Ag matrix at 77 K the specific resistivity pm = 3 nQm.
2) The critical current and N -index depend on the magnetic field B, temperature T and strain E, that is:
J , = J , ( B * ) . f , ( T ) . f 2 ( & ) ; N = N ( B * ) . ( 3 )
Magnetic field dependence: both amplitude B, and direction of the transversal applied magnetic field with respect to a tape influence the critical current and n-value. This influence is accounted for by means of the characteristic magnetic field:
with the direction angle a defined in Fig. 2 and ranging from 0 to 90". The dependence is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 using the data available for the tapes from Table I .
Temperature dependence: within the range 63 K < T < 80 K , the dependence* of the critical current and the characteristic magnetic field B are found almost linear, both described by: 
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Angle a, [ deg.1 fig. 3 . Direction factor vs. the angle. h e t shows N-index vs. the field E' at arbihary a and E, for high-Tc tapes (short samples, measured, E < 0.1 %).
f , ( T ) = 1 3 . 8 -0 . 2 7 3 . T + 1 . 3 9 . 1 0 -3 T 2 . ( 5 )
Only few data are available on the N(T), for this reason it is assumed here that the temperature influences N only via B*.
Strain dependence: for pure Ag matrix the tensile strain below 0.1 % has a small influence on the critical current of a tape at 77 Kelvin, details are given in [SI. There is no data available on the N(E).
C. Calculation Cell of the Network Model
The calculation cell (1) In the numerical time integration of (l), the mesh elements of a finite size are replaced by the line currents. To calculate M correctly, one has to operate with the geometrical mean distances instead of actual distances between each two line currents [5].
D. Coil Conductor
The coil conductor with a transport current is exposed to the magnetic field created by other turns. In a coil as the one depicted in Fig. 5 , the magnetic field can change significantly both along and across the tape. A precise solution requires a 3-dimensional model with the entry effects included. However, an approximate solution can be obtained by averaging the actual magnetic field distribution and using (1). This approach must be validated experimentally.
The matrix M must be expanded to all currents contributing to the local magnetic field. Ferro-magnetic elements present around the coil force to calculate M at each time step. The Lorentz and thenno-mechanical stress, the temperature rise caused by the loss-cooling balance must be accounted for. Handling of the tape during the coil preparation also affects the Z& For these reasons, more effort is required to model and optimise coils and a verifying experiment remains the major tool of gathering the information.
HIGH-T, Corn

A. Air-Core Coil
The radial component of the magnetic field B, reduces the critical current and causes most of the loss in many high-T, coils. As it is clear from Fig. 3 , in order to get the same 1, for any angle 0 I a I 90", the ratio of the max. axial to the max. radial field in the coil B, / B, must be kept -7.. .lo. In an aircore coil this ratio depends on the shape and is -2 at best. A comparison between a solenoid, pancake and toroid leaves us with a large diameter, long and thin solenoid, [I] . In a solenoid within a same layer the magnetic field of the adjacent turns partly cancels out and B, is reduced everywhere except at the coil edges. There a relatively small amount of the tape is exposed to a relatively high B,, 
B. lron Cups
To increase the critical current of a dc coil, it is usually sufficient to use a tape with a higher critical current at the coil edge. For an ac coil, this does not completely solve the problem because of the loss.
Both increase of the coil critical current and reduction of the loss can be achieved simultaneously with the same tape by applying small ferro-magnetic pieces around coil edges [l] , [3] . For smaller coils, it is usually sufficient to apply carefully a ferromagnetic paint, while for larger coils a use of strip wound cut C-cores might be an option.
Using the model that considers a set of equal coaxial coils The edge problems can be investigated with model coils, placed when required in external magnetic field. The coils described below generate R, expected in full-size ac coils.
C. Model Coils
Parameters of the solenoidal (I) and the pancake (n) wound coils are presented in Table KI . The BSCCO tape is wet-wound on a G-10 coil former using STYCAST and thin glass-cloth (coil1, 7 layers) or KAPTON with a silicon glue (coilI1, 6 layers) respectively. This combination of materials provides a reasonable stress inside the filaments in liquid nitrogen.
V-I characteristics of the coils are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. CoilIII is currently under development, details of the arrangement will be reported elsewhere. I ) Direct current In: For each value of the Ztr from (2-5) and using the B, -a distribution along and across the tape in the coil, the electric field, the local and the global voltages are calculated. The later is depicted with the dotted line for both coils. Good agreement between measured and calculated values proves that that the tape is not damaged during the coil manufacturing.
2 ) Sinusoidal current In: static loss voltage averaged per cycle is independent on frequency, but depends on the shape and the amplitude of the current In, line 1 in Fig. 7 .
3) Temperature: the temperature T of the innermost tape for the coil I1 is measured using miniature Si -diodes and it is depicted in Fig. 8 . As both the dissipation power and Tare known, it allows estimating actual thermal resistances. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a method to characterise a superconducting coil with high quality factor operating in liquid nitrogen from a short sample data. At present, the method uses the experimental data on the AC loss. However, the same data can be generated numerically from the static V-I curves retrieved from a short sample. A link of the method to a basic theory is outlined.
